As the spring semester continues, the MBA program recently had the opportunity to travel to Denver to meet with Anadarko Petroleum Corporation. Anadarko is among the world's largest independent oil and natural gas exploration and production companies and provided students with a wealth of knowledge on the ins and outs of the oil and gas industry.

Laurel A. Winkenwerder MBA Energy candidate shared, "Anadarko outlined a number of key technological developments that indicate that the technology is moving toward improved environmental performance. I found this to be a very positive trend as the company proactively seeks to go above and beyond current regulation on environmental impact. Members of the Anadarko team are clearly passionate about their company."

Throughout the day students met with Mike Nixson, Director of Land, Rocky Mountain Region; John Tuckwiller, Drilling Engineer II; Danny Showers, Sr Drilling Engineer; Shane Fross, General Manager of Completion; Chad Schlichetmeier, Environment, Health and Safety Manager; Brooke Bell, Regulatory Project Manager; and Jayson VanShura, Sr Supply Chain Representative.

“Our goal in taking the MBA students to Denver to meet with the Anadarko team was to not only afford them a unique opportunity to gain insight into the company's various business units, but more importantly, to understand how these units work together to achieve desired company objectives.” MBA Director Steven Farkas

Learn more about the MBA Program and begin your application process by visiting uwyo.edu/mba.